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Everyone’s part numbers look complicated at first glance and RTi is no exception. However, once understood, 
it becomes simple to select the right product for the problem. Here are the steps broken down into their 
basics. For this example we will use the part number: 

1P-060-P06-Fi

The first position, “1”,  is used to describe the type of element that is in the product. There are only 3 possible 
numbers that can be used in this place. 

This number describes an all stainless steel element material. This element is the standard element 
for the “Eliminex” product. It is a “cleanable” stainless steel mesh providing 3 micron filtration. This 
element is used for dirt and water removal.

This number describes our patented two stage element. The bottom portion of the element consists 
of the same stainless steel as in the “Eliminex” element and the top portion consists of cotton-nylon-
stainless steel. This provides 1 micron of filtration. This is the element used in the “Eliminizer” unit; 
our most popular product.

This number describes our patented four stage element consisting of stainless steel on the bottom, 
then our cotton-nylon-stainless steel wrap, then activated carbon and finally our cotton-nylon-stainless 
steel wrap. This is the element used in our “Oil Extractor” product.

Note: There is an exception and that is the Reading Technologies Coalescer Product. They are ALWAYS a “3C”. 
For our example, a coalescer would be a 3C-060-P04-Fi. Pictures of the RTi elements are provided below.

The second position, “P”, is used to describe the element tube material. All of RTi’s elements are placed 
inside a tube except the coalescer which has no external material housing in its Borosilicate element. There 
are two types of tubes used by RTi:

Indicates that a polycarbonate material is used for the tube.

Indicates that an aluminum material is used for the tube. 
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The third position, “060”, is actually a grouping of numbers. It represents the maximum SCFM flow capacity 
of the unit being selected. All part numbers are based on a 100 PSI inlet pressure rating. Our example would 
be 60 SCFM. There is a possibility of 4 positions in this group. A 150 SCFM unit would be a 3P-150 where as 
a 2500 SCFM unit would be a 1M-2500. A “0” is used is in front of the 20, 60 or 90 SCFM units. 

The coalescer has two options with this grouping. If you want the standard coalescer element, the number 
will end in a “0”. If you want our Food Grade element,  the number will end in a “1”.  The Food Grade element 
is often referred to as simply a “Grade 1” element.  A “Grade 1” product would be a 3C-061-P04-Fi in this 
example.

The next number grouping, “P06”. In the part number it is the actual bowl material of the unit and the pipe 
size. This bowl is only available up to 1”. There are a total of four bowl options.Our example would have a 
polycarbonate bowl.

 For polycarbonate bowl.

 For “food grade”, which is used as it implies in the food and beverage industry. 

 For aluminum which is commonly referred to as simply a metal bowl. 

 For 316 stainless steel. The stainless comes in ½” and 1” NPT as RTi’s standard units. 

The port size of the filter head is based on ¼” increments. Once more our example was a “P06” which means 
a Poly bowl with a ¾” Port. 

     A ¼” port would be a “02”

     A ½” port would be a “04” 

     A ¾” port would be a “06”

     A 1 ½” port would be a “12”

The flange units have their own code: FD = 3”, FE = 4” and FF = 6”. 

Within the port size is the thread type. The standard thread type for the RTi units is NPT. British Parallel and 
Tapered are also available. You need to contact the factory if you want other than NPT.
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The next position, “F”, in the part number is always a letter or letter combination. This specifies the drain type.

Means automatic float drain.

Means manual drain (petcock). 

Means external automatic drain; which is standard on the 1900 SCFM and higher units. It can be an 
option on smaller units. 

In the RTi line, there is the option of requesting Single Stage Units (Eliminex and Eliminizer) or a Dual Stage 
(Combo) Unit. A Dual Stage Unit is simply a Single Stage with a Coalescer. With respect to the “Oil Extractor”, 
it is always sold as a Combo unit. 

The Combo units come with the following drain options. 

         Combination means that both stages have an automatic float drain.

         Combination means that both stages have manual drains. 

Another option for both Single Stage and Combo Units are “High Pressure” housings. This is the position 
where these are requested. 

          For the Single Stage unit with High Pressure housing and manual drain. 

          For a Combo Unit with both bowls rated for high pressure and have automatic float drains.

The last position “i” is the RTi code for a differential pressure indicator (N32-W1-DPI). This is an option for 
both the Single Stage and Combo Units.

RTi has the ability to create other products to meet your customer’s needs. If you have questions, please 
contact the factory and they will work with you to create the product to secure your customers business.
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